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Elizabeth Coe, NACCC CEO heads up the staff team at NACCC

Welcome to our newsletter. Again, this is a bumper issue packed with lots of information for
you. Thanks so much to everyone who has contributed. Do let us know what you think and
please do share as widely as you can, to your staff and volunteers, management committee
and supporters. We want to spread the message far and wide…
I have thought long and hard about the message in this welcome piece as I always try to be
positive about how NACCC and Centres are progressing, but felt it was important to acknowledge
the difficulties for all of us of implementing GDPR. This came upon us, not without warning, but
without knowing just how onerous and difficult it was going to be for both NACCC and Centres to
implement. Whilst we knew about the data protection act, the implications of GDPR were more far
reaching and required us all to meet more rigorous tests to ensure we were working within the law.
It was a steep learning curve for NACCC staff and we cannot begin to imagine how it felt for
centres, although you did share some of the anguish with us. Many of you thought us
unreasonable to expect you to demonstrate compliance, but we felt very strongly that as a
responsible organisation, and one who could reassure parents, children and the government of our
ability to protect information, that it was necessary to gain certification. Many of you had been in
touch with the ICO who were giving mixed messages about the need for certification, but NACCC
required this to protect both NACCC and Contact Centres. See below:
•

•

The level of fines for breach of GDPR is published in the regulations, The ICO have
stated that in the first instance they will only move against those organisations who are
"wantonly ignoring" the regulation.
The steps taken by NACCC in asking for certification ensures we are not "wantonly
ignoring" the regulations. Passing sensitive personal data to an organisation for whom
you have no evidence of compliance could be construed as "wantonly ignoring" the
regulation. It is not a risk NACCC wishes to take. NACCC is concerned that the GDPR
as it is enacted gives ample opportunity for vexatious legal action should we not be
demonstrably compliant.

NACCC successfully negotiated on behalf of centres with an organisation to certify centres at a
very competitive price. NACCC did not as has been suggested, benefit financially from this
arrangement but did it in the hope that it was helpful to centres. To date most centres have
successfully completed the process.
NACCC has also been working hard on behalf of centres in raising awareness of the value of
centres to children and families both with MPs many of whom are visiting centres and through the
All Party Parliamentary Group (see article in the newsletter) With visiting MPs it is a good
opportunity to showcase your centre by taking photographs and putting an article in the local press
about your centre, and that child contact can take place without recourse to courts. Many parents
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do not know this. It may also be an opportunity with local organisations such as Rotary, Lions,
Freemasons, and supermarkets to get some additional funding.
It is always a matter of great sadness when we hear at NACCC that a centre is closing. Some
have closed because they have not been able to recruit a coordinator or have run out of funds. I
know that some of these centres have been against charging for the service. It is questionable
whether a parent would rather lose the service or contribute to it to keep it going. A small charge
might mean that a centre could pay a coordinator. Alternatively, some centres could join forces
with others and have a paid coordinator to manage more than one centre. In this age of strapped
budgets and changes in legislation it is challenging to keep centres going, and at NACCC we take
our hat off to all of you who turn up week after week to ensure children have their rights upheld by
offering the excellent service that you do.

We need to act now to prevent the unravelling of the
network
Centres are closing. Not due to lack of funds or referrals, although this is an issue for some.
Centres are closing because they cannot find a volunteer co-ordinator to take their work forward.
Link to article
Not able to recruit? Is it time to employ a co-ordinator to keep your centre open? Link to article

Feedback from the first All-Party Parliamentary Group
on Child Contact Centres and Services
The first All-Party Parliamentary Group on Child Contact Centres and Services was held in
Parliament in June. The group has been set up to strengthen our engagement with MPs and Lords
to discuss issues around child contact and raise awareness of child contact centres and services in
Parliament. Find out more…

The vital role of the interpreter at contact centres
The needs of separated families wishing to use contact centres are already complex. If the first
language of a family is different to that of the centre’s staff and volunteers, then this will need
addressing as well to ensure that the contact experience for the child is as beneficial as possible.
Find out more…

Canterbury law students volunteering to help their local
community
Student volunteers from Canterbury Christ Church University Law School are volunteering their
time at the CLOCK project based at the Canterbury Combined Courts, Kent. They are providing
civil legal assistance to those whom are no longer eligible for legal aid. Find out more…

Training update
We welcomed Phil Coleman, NACCC’s new Service Development Manager to the staff team
earlier this year. His responsibilities include overseeing safeguarding procedures, accreditation of
child contact centres and the training programme here at NACCC. Info on thinking creatively about
training, tackling staff training in difficult times and our Free training A-Z
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We have some great spotlight features this issue:
Setting up a contact centre from scratch… “Now in our fourth year, we continue to be busy
accepting private and public referrals and are proud to support children in having a relationship
with both parents.”
Local charity gives Newry’s shed a makeover… enabling gardening activities for separated families
A video to explain the rules

Coffee shop
Check out the latest discussions in the coffee shop forum for members
67. Does your centre employ staff and have experience of pensions / auto enrolment?
68. Have you used the 'do-it' website to recruit volunteers?
69. Insurance to cover litigation/emotional damage
70. Registered charity proformas/advice
71. Contact centre booking systems

Campaign and policy update: Catch up on the latest
news
In July I wrote to 650 MPs inviting them to visit their local constituency contact centre. With over
100 responses from MPs keen to arrange a visit, meet volunteers and understand more about child
contact centres and services this is a great opportunity to help build political support and
awareness for what we do. More info…

Statistics update
Accredited contact centres have submitted returns every quarter on the flow of referrals, the
number of children and families, volunteers, staff and availability. This provides NACCC with
valuable information with which to campaign on behalf of contact centres on a national level. More
info on rise in parents self-referring and centres not being used to capacity...

NACCC’s long service awards
Last summer we introduced a new award for those volunteers that have served their centre for 25
years. This long service award now accompanies the awards given to volunteers who have
reached the various milestones of 3, 5, 10, 15, 20 years and is an amazing achievement and
contribution to the local community. We were delighted to be contacted by the accredited centre in
Maidenhead which has awarded certificate to two of its volunteers “The Maidenhead Contact
Centre recently held its AGM followed by a party to celebrate 25 years of helping children
see parents from whom they have been separated. The Centre is run by volunteers and is
supported by donations from charitable organisations. The High Sheriff of Berkshire
presented certificates for 25 years’ service to Phyllis Sigsworth (former Coordinator) and Kath
England, her successor. The Centre was set up by the Maidenhead Christian Council under the
Chairmanship of Reverend Maurice Skinner. 7 of the present volunteers have received their 20year certificates over the last few years. In 2012 the Centre, together with 2 Slough Centres, with
whom we work closely, was presented with the Queen's Award for Voluntary Service.”
Congratulations to everyone! If you have volunteers who have achieved their long service award,
do contact the NACCC office.
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Donation pots working for Buzz CCC

We are always on the look for fundraising ideas and schemes. Paula, who runs Buzz Child Contact
Centre wrote in about the success they’ve had with their ‘donation pots’ which are placed in
various places in the locality… “We have had the charity pots for a while.. we bought 10 pots to
start with and they weren’t that expensive. There was an option on the website to add our logo
onto a sticker which we then added to the charity pots on arrival. In terms of security, when we ask
local businesses to have one, they tend to keep them near their tills and/or chained up. Once they
are full, the businesses tend to let us know so that we can collect the money. They have worked
well for us so far, and we hope to invest in more in the near future, as we feel that this is a really
good way of making unrestricted money for the contact centre. We are currently building on links
with local businesses to be able to receive more donations through this channel.”
www.buzzsheffield.co.uk

Farewell to Louis

This summer we said goodbye to Louis Ruddlesden, NACCC Service Development Manager as he
retired this summer after working for NACCC for the last ten years. Louis has worked on many
initiatives during his time at NACCC including overseeing the update of the national standards for
both supported and supervised contact and the respective accreditation programmes. He
consulted and co-ordinated the development of our in-house courses for supported and supervised
co-ordinators and the training programme for volunteers. Safeguarding children was his passion
and he led on this crucial aspect of NACCC’s work, improving standards, procedures and training
to ensure that children, families and workers at child contact centres were safeguarded. Louis is
coming to this year’s AGM and Conference and is looking forward to seeing you all.
Again, we hope that this newsletter is helpful. Do share it as widely as you can.
Elizabeth Coe, NACCC Chief Executive Officer
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We need to act now to prevent the unravelling of the
network
Centres are closing. Not due to lack of funds, although they do need these desperately. Not
because of lack of referrals, although this is still an issue for some. Centres are closing
because they cannot find a volunteer co-ordinator to take their work forward. Amazing
individuals have been running these centres for the last 20 years, keeping up with all the
management and administrative challenges along the way, training volunteers, taking
increasingly complex self-referrals, maintaining the high standards expected of a voluntary
sector organisation in the 21st century. They have done this for free and given hours of their
time because they believe in what their organisation does and what it stands for; that
without their centre, children in their locality could lose touch with their mum or dad
forever.
Unfortunately, these individuals are getting older. They want to carry on, but at some point need to
call it a day. Perhaps it is time for their time to be given to the care of their elderly parents, or
perhaps they have grandchildren who need their care. Perhaps they are in their seventies
themselves and would still like to volunteer, but not carry the huge responsibility of running a
centre.
So, they give notice to their management committee that they really cannot carry on any more and
a new co-ordinator is needed. Volunteer co-ordinators do not grow on trees. In some cases,
deputies have been trained up waiting in the wings ready to take on the role and that is fantastic.
But this is not always the case. In many situations volunteer co-ordinators are carrying the role on
their own and although they have a superb volunteer team, no one wants to step up to the time
commitment and responsibility of co-ordinator.
In the last six months alone, NACCC has seen centres in Bournemouth, Chester, Crawley,
Northallerton, Skipton, Slough and Witham all close. These centres had a great volunteer
workforce, funding, families that needed them but no one to lead at the helm. They didn’t just close
without a fight – they advertised in their locality, online, but could not find anyone to take on the
role.
These centres alone provided supported contact for around 100 children during 2017 1. There are
still parents separating in these areas and children needing to keep in touch with them. But
unfortunately, in many cases, there is not a centre nearby for them to go to. The worst-case
scenario is that these children will lose touch with their parents if nothing can be done.
Other centres that are still open are in the same situation and considering closure.
The writing is on the wall… We need to take the initiative now to stop the closure of these fantastic
centres up and down the country. So, what can be done?
•
•
•

1

Not able to recruit a volunteer co-ordinator? Is it time to make this a salaried role?
Do read the experience of centres that have taken the step and local sources of advice.
Are you able to share resources with other centres in the area with one co-ordinator
overseeing?
If you’ve tried everything – is there another organisation in your area which has the capacity
to take on the running of your centre? Last year Buzz Child Contact Centre took over the
running of the centre based at St Andrew’s church in Sheffield. St Andrew’s Child Contact
Centre officially closed when the centre reopened under the management of Buzz. This
transition was seamless so that the service provision in the area did not suffer which was

NACCC annual statistics data 2017-2018
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great for local families. Do read the experience of Buzz Child Contact Centre in Sheffield
https://naccc.org.uk/spotlight-news?n=224

Is your centre futureproof?
Your centre may be running fine at the moment, but are you relying on the expertise and voluntary
commitment of one person? You could be utilising this expertise by training up a deputy who can
carry some of the workload and take over when the time comes.
Can the responsibilities held by one person be divided up? Why not have someone take on the
training commitment, someone else be responsible for DBS, someone else be your safeguarding
lead? Have team leaders who report to the co-ordinator but can be responsible for the running of
the centre on a Saturday? This will all help to keep your volunteer co-ordinator role more viable. If
you are concerned about the sustainability of your centre, please do get in touch with the NACCC
office.
Back to newsletter

Not able to recruit? Is it time to employ a co-ordinator to
keep your centre open?
During the nineties there was a huge growth in supported contact centres run by voluntary
groups led by the initiative of Mary Lower, the founder of NACCC. Many of these centres are
still running – have adapted to the new challenges and more than likely employ a coordinator or administrator to cope with the additional expectations put on voluntary sector
organisations in the 21st century. These centres cannot function without the volunteer team
- giving their time for free whilst the centre is open and enabling precious relationships to
continue. Behind the scenes during the week the co-ordinator and deputy (if they have one)
are liaising with potential clients, organising DBS checks, training, keeping accreditation
portfolios current. They are organising pre-visits and reviews. They are ensuring that their
safeguarding procedures remain up to date and that everyone knows what to do if there are
concerns. It may be that your local coordinator is wanting to retire but the thought of
employing a member of staff to continue this role is daunting to say the least.
Checkout the experience of centres that have taken the step to register as an employer, make use
of their local community support organisation and find the funding to employ someone…

Registering as an employer “HMRC held our hand all the
way…”
I spoke with Ros, who is the treasurer at Havant & Waterlooville Child Contact Centres. Her day
job is finance manager for a clothing company and this expertise was very useful in sorting out the
issues regarding the co-ordinator’s salary. She explained that the centre had assumed that they
were not an employer as their payroll had been dealt with externally by Community First in Havant.
She explained that HMRC had been very supportive and understanding in getting this sorted… “if
you give a gratuity to your co-ordinator and are not registered with HMRC as an employer, the coordinator will need to declare this to HMRC in their annual self-assessment as it's a taxable benefit.
Tax will then be paid by the co-ordinator. Basically, you are not allowed to pay a ‘gratuity’ more
than once. If you do, then you are classed as an employer. We could have been fined but HMRC
were excellent and held our hand all the way. They will tell you if your centre is an employer or not.
A committee member is needed to be the contact point for HMRC. Once we became an employer
we then had to set up a pension (even though in our case this is a nil return as our co-ordinator
does not work enough hours) and a contract of employment with holiday pay etc. If you are not
sure go online or call HMRC employer’s helpline
(https://www.gov.uk/government/organisations/hm-revenue-customs/contact/employer-enquiries)”.
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Can your local community infrastructure organisation help?
I spoke with Amber who is the paid co-ordinator at Salisbury Child Contact Centre. She explained
“As we are a project of a larger organisation (Wessex Community Action) we have it much easier
than many small volunteer-led organisations. WCA already have well established procedures in
place for managing staff with a senior manager responsible for staffing. WCA have an accountant
within the organisation who deals with all the financial side, including payroll. We are what's called
a Community Voluntary Service (CVS) infrastructure organisation providing a range of services to
support voluntary and community organisations across Wiltshire and the surrounding areas. Your
local CVS may offer payroll and advise on a range of topics including governance and structures
etc. If you don’t have a local CVS you may wish to join the NCVO who support voluntary
organisations and who can like a CVS offer a full range of guidance and advice.”
I spoke with Jon, paid co-ordinator at Andover CCC. “On paper I work 5 hrs a week but on average
I do at least an hour and a half a night… The payroll is sorted by Tess Valley Community Services
– they work out (for a fee) the salary amount and instruct our treasurer accordingly”. As well as all
the liaising with families Jon is responsible for grant applications and do the banking as the
treasurer now lives 40 miles away. He explained that their Chair does some of the general admin
and grant applications, but it is up to him to run the centre. He meets with the management
committee every three months.
Depending on your area your local infrastructure organisation/CVS may be able to support and
guidance through the process of becoming an employer, paying employees, registering with the
HMRC including Payroll set up and Year end reporting and ensuring compliance with Inland
Revenue requirements. They also may be able to advise your centre on employing staff for the first
time, drawing up a job specification, advertising your vacancy, selecting your candidate, producing
a written statement of employment, induction, training and development, supervision, appraisal and
grievance. They may also be able to provide sample policies, for example in harassment,
redundancy, sickness, family-friendly issues, maternity, paternity, adoption, right to request flexible
working, retirement and disciplinary matters.

Find your local CVS
NAVCA (England) https://navca.org.uk/find-a-member-1
Wales Council for Voluntary Action https://www.wcva.org.uk/members-partners/third-sectorsupport-wales

Useful links
www.hmrc.gov.uk
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/charity-staff-how-to-employ-paid-workers
https://www.gov.uk/browse/employing-people
https://knowhownonprofit.org/your-team/hr/employing-people-essentials

Finding the funding to employ someone
I spoke with Alix who has been employed at co-ordinator at Tarka Child Contact Centre since
2014. She is the only paid member of staff at the centre and supports 11-15 volunteers helping to
run the centre. Alix works with the management committee to fundraise towards the running of
centre (and her salary of course) and described their experience "We are fortunate to have some
regular funders which bring in £14K-£16K a year. Although our service is free to families we do ask
for donations. A local solicitor has a ‘naughty’ jar which helps to generate some funds for us! We’ve
created a donation letter saying ‘86 children need your help… £20 can help facilitate….’ and
approach the local town councils and solicitors in the areas that clients come from. Our Treasurer
is responsible for the payroll and works as a paid Bursa, so she is very experienced in accounts. I
am paid for 900 hrs a year which works out about 17 hrs a week).”
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I spoke with Pam, the secretary at St Paul’s Child Contact Centre, Bracknell who explained how
they managed the transition to becoming an employer back in 2007: “We had relied on Ann our
volunteer co-ordinator since 1995 but were suddenly faced with the situation when she was unable
to carry on in a voluntary capacity. If we couldn’t employ someone as co-ordinator to carry on the
role, the centre would have had to close. We put together a case for 2-3 year’s funding to
Berkshire Community Foundation. We were very lucky and were awarded the funding and went
through the process of recruitment – interviewing, sorting a contract and so on. It was helpful that
our Chairman owned his own business and knew about employment contracts. We pay about £12
an hour for 10 hours a week but know that the going rate would be a lot more... Over the years Ann
has helped with applying for various grants including funding from Cafcass. This funding has
unfortunately gone down over the last few years, but we have been able to secure 3 years’ worth
of funding from Children in Need to cover Ann’s salary and are continuously applying for other
grants.” Pam went on to say that they have recently had to update their reserves policy to ensure
that their centre is compliant in case of redundancy proceedings…
The centres in Shropshire introduced a referral charge to help pay towards the fee of their selfemployed co-ordinator Valerie and running costs. Valerie does not charge for all her hours as she
wanted to continue volunteering as a contribution as well. “To generate funds for my post and
running costs for the centres we decided to introduce a referral fee to supplement the Cafcass
grant. We’ve set this as £50 and tell everyone immediately. The non-resident parent doesn’t have
to pay up front - when they come for their pre-visit they pay half or a token so that we know they
are committed - some pay a fiver each time. No-one has been turned away. We also do some
fundraising and charge for refreshments.”

Funding Central
Funding Central is an excellent funding searching website run by NCVO and is free if your
organisation’s income is at a low level. You can also subscribe to their weekly funding newsletter
tailored to your needs. For more details please see www.fundingcentral.org.uk

Job shares and juggling jobs…
Adele, Chair at Bridge CCC in Hull told us “we've always had a salaried administrator, which has
always worked very well and sometimes, as at present, the job has been shared between two
administrators. Our two current administrators (who also happen to be sisters-in-law) were internal
candidates - they volunteered at the centre and understood its workings. They and other board
members have done loads of fundraising recently. We thought the centre might have to close last
year, but we've managed to secure a number of donations this year which is fantastic". Adele went
on to say that they'd had great support from ERVAS (East Riding Voluntary Action Services) who
only charge £30 a quarter to process wages, produce payslips and calculate tax - there are tax
implications for the current administrators as in both cases the contact centre is their second job.
www.ervas.org.uk
Juggling two jobs brings its challenges as Natalie, (who works 30 hours a month as Co-ordinator at
Tonbridge Family Contact Centre) explained: “I also work for the NHS and let this job take over. I
have now managed to whittle it down to a manageable workload. I have to be quite strict and just
take calls and deal with emails on a Friday and run the centre twice a month as well”. Natalie
explained that the treasurer sorts the salary and depending on their funding situation assists with
this as well…
--------------------------------------------------------------

Employed or self-employed?
NACCC’s Finance Officer Alan, Tarr writes “If your centre is considering whether to appoint a paid
co-ordinator or indeed has already made the decision, you will need to consider any PAYE (Pay As
You Earn) and NI (National Insurance) implications, both to your centre, and to the paid
coordinator, or for that matter, any other paid member of staff. Whilst the sums involved may not
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appear to be “significant” – maybe ranging from a few hundred to a few thousand pounds per
annum, anything considered to be “income” or a payment arising from any form of “contract of
employment” (whether formal or informal) would be subject to PAYE & NI regulations by HMRC.
Please also bear in mind that if your co-ordinator has income from any other source, including an
occupational or state pension, then any payment you make to them be taken into account when
determining their PAYE / NI liability.
Also, how many centres actually have the facility to run a payroll, even for 1 or 2 paid members of
staff? Whilst it is difficult to lay down procedures that would be applicable to all centres, the
following notes may offer you some guidance.
1. If your coordinator has a contract of employment or does an agreed number of hours on a
regular basis, as laid down by the centre, and for a fixed hourly rate, it would probably be
difficult to describe them as anything other than an employee. Under these circumstances
the best option would be to record all payments and account for both employer and
employee NI, and any PAYE. This need not be an onerous task. If the centre does not
have access to a payroll system (eg Sage Payroll) then the HMRC’s own website does
provide a basic tool to help. Please also bear in mind that any personal records that you
need to record and pay correctly, must also fall in line with data protection – in particular the
new GDPR regulations. For further information on how the HMRC might help, please go to
https://www.gov.uk/basic-paye-tools
2. If your coordinator does “tasks” and decides themselves when and how they work, and are
free to decide this, it maybe that they can be classified as “self-employed”. If you feel that
this the case, to cover the centre from any exposure to NI & PAYE, it is recommended that
the co-ordinator, or other paid member of staff, signs a declaration recognising that they are
of self-employed status, and also recognises they are totally responsible themselves for
any liability to NI & PAYE. Such an individual should provide the centre with an invoice on a
regular basis for the services provided.
If you need any further clarification or advice, there is probably no harm in speaking with
your local HMRC offices, your local community infrastructure organisation or even seeking
advice from a local accountant.
Back to newsletter

Feedback from the first All-Party Parliamentary Group
on Child Contact Centres and Services
The first All-Party Parliamentary Group on Child Contact Centres and Services was held in
Parliament in June. The group has been set up to strengthen our engagement with MPs and
Lords to discuss issues around child contact and raise awareness of child contact centres
and services in Parliament. Nottingham East MP, Chris Leslie, chaired the group and
introduced guest speaker, Sir James Munby, former President of the Family Division and
Patron of National Association of Child Contact Centres. Co-Chair Baroness McIntosh of
Pickering, Stephen Pound MP and The Earl of Listowel joined the meeting to discuss issues
as well as several stakeholders from Cafcass, Family Law Bar Association and NACCC.
Chris Leslie MP opened the meeting highlighting the cost of private law cases and the need to
divert cases out of court where possible. Sir James Munby stated that except in very specific
circumstances, every child not living with both parents needs ‘proper contact’ with the parent they
are not living with and NACCC and its membership provides reliable child contact centres. The
current situation is that there are too many private law cases going through court with a 15%
increase in private and public law case each year. This is unsustainable, and the system is unable
to cope. Rates of mediation have also decreased which is a problem. In some cases parents
involve children in divorce disputes leading to a downward spiral in relationships. The court
process is adversarial and protracted which is of course damaging to children. Separating couples
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sometimes use domestic violence as a tactical move to delay proceedings. Judges are pulled into
minutia of detail.
It was decided that the scope of the APPG should be extended to the wider non-governmental
community. Support should be secured for an MP to introduce a Private Members Bill on
Accreditation. Child contact issues concerning ethnic minority groups should be discussed at future
meetings and consideration on how to move child contact and the ‘Out of Court Pathway’ up the
government agenda
The full minutes of the meeting are available to download from the NACCC website
https://naccc.org.uk/what-we-do/appg The next meeting will be announced in October for
November and the AGM is scheduled for January 2019. You can join the distribution list and be
invited to future APPG meetings by emailing r.daniels@naccc.org.uk
Richard Daniels, Government Relations Adviser
Back to newsletter

The vital role of the interpreter at contact centres
The needs of separated families wishing to use contact centres are already complex. If the
first language of a family is different to that of the centre’s staff and volunteers, then this
will need addressing as well to ensure that the contact experience for the child is as
beneficial as possible. In order that contact can be arranged properly without any
communication confusion it is imperative that an appropriate independent interpreter is
used.
However, it is not the responsibility of the contact centre to arrange or pay for the interpreter,
however they must check that the interpreter is from an approved agency. The Judicial Protocol
states that “Where there may be communication issues related to language, arrangements have
been made for the provision of an independent interpreter by the Applicant. Supported Child
Contact Centres do not provide interpreters.” i Official interpreters should be used from a
recognised independent interpreter service recognised by the police or judiciary.ii Family or friends
should not be used as this would compromise impartiality. The advice from NACCC is that centres
are best to avoid arrangements relating to interpreters and make clear that this is the responsibility
of the referrer. It is also important that centre works with the interpreter prior to a service being
offered to help them to understand the role of the contact service and how the interpreter needs to
work with them to compliment the aims of the contact centre.
The role of the interpreter in a supported contact centre is to
•
•
•
•

Communicate any concerns/information between the centre co-ordinator and family
members during the pre-visit
Communicate any concerns / information between family members and the centre
staff/volunteers at the beginning of the contact session
Sit with the family during the contact session and if a child appears to be distressed during
the session to alert the centre staff/volunteers about anything that has happened or being
said that might have initiated this.
Communicate any concerns / information between the centre staff/volunteers and family
members at the end of the contact session

The role of the interpreter in a supervised contact centre is to translate everything that is said
during the contact session in order that the supervisor can supervise appropriately. Supervised
centres have a specific contract with interpreters that is signed before contact commences.
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What support is available for non-English/Welsh speaking
families going through separation?
Citizen’s Advice offices
The Citizen’s Advice network offers individuals advice on a range of issues including financial
matters, housing and other family matters. Advice is either offered online, by phone and in person
local to you. It could be worth contacting your local office as they may have bi-lingual staff who are
able to discuss certain issues and signpost to relevant sources of help.
https://www.citizensadvice.org.uk/

Free social work clinics
AG Family Support (AGFS) is a nation-wide organisation, supporting non-English-speaking
families and principally those from Eastern European countries. Arthur Gajewski, the managing
director, runs ‘social work clinics’ on Monday mornings, where members of the public are offered
free consultation/advice on matters relating to child protection, contact and care proceedings.
Arthur is a native Polish speaker and can utilise AGFS interpreters where another language is
required. Further info

Jigsaw Streatham’s video
As you will read from the spotlight article, Jigsaw Streatham who run a supported and supervised
centre in London have taken the initiative to try and explain their rules in a visual way, to
particularly help those where English is not their first language.
i Judicial

Protocol for referrals of families to Supported Child Contact Centres by Judges and Magistrates (page 5, point
7) https://naccc.org.uk/what-we-do/protocols/judicial-protocol
ii Independent interpreter services include Association of Police and Court Interpreters, National Register of Public
Service Interpreters, and the Institute of Translation and Interpreting
The details of these companies have been provided as a gesture of good will and NACCC is not responsible for the work undertaken by
people affiliated to, recommended by, or employed by these agencies. The centre should not enter in discussions regarding costs as the
costs / fees are not the centre responsibility.

Back to newsletter

Canterbury law students volunteer to help local
community

Student volunteers from Canterbury Christ Church University Law School are volunteering
their time at the CLOCK project based at the Canterbury Combined Courts, Kent. They are
providing civil legal assistance to those whom are no longer eligible for legal aid. CLOCK
delivers a comprehensive training course to University Participants to collaboratively train
their law students to act as Community Legal Companions (CLCs). CLCs provide support to
the litigant, from filling in applications to sorting through papers and note-taking in formal
proceedings. The CLC will also help individuals consider the wider range of legal pathways
through dispute resolution or within the court room.
The CLOCK Community Legal Companion Service can be directly accessed online or at
participating courts, charitable or law practitioner services. Peri, a student at Canterbury Christ
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Church University Law School and a CLC volunteer explained how they had helped a local family
going through court...
“Ms X separated from Mr X after a long-term engagement who had two young children under 10
years. Due to the numerous claims from both sides the Judge made the child arrangement order
and stated that both parties would have to wait a year before seeking any further help from the
court. In the mean-time, if any further action needed to be taken they would have to ask for
permission from the courts first. Ms X attended the CLOCK desk concerned that Mr X had stopped
paying the school fees and there had been accusations of parental alienation.”
“CLOCK signposted her to the local NACCC accredited contact centre in her area where contact
could be arranged and facilitated, in line with the child arrangement order. This avoided any further
court action, she was also referred to a mediation clinic to avoid asking permission from the court
to address the matter of school fees. This resulted in the children being given a fair opportunity to
see Mr X regularly whilst other family matters could be addressed.”

Help for litigants in person in Keele (Stoke on Trent), Brighton,
Canterbury and Salford with more schemes under
development
CLOCK is a nationwide initiative currently operating from University Law Schools, in the respective
Court Centres from Keele, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire; Brighton, Sussex; Canterbury, Kent;
Salford, Greater Manchester and Essex. Birmingham City University, Birmingham University,
Leicester University and Liverpool John Moores University may also join the scheme. The scheme
has the scope to operate from all University Law Schools to assist access to justice in Court
Centres across the UK.
For further information please do check the CLOCK website https://clock.uk.net/
Back to newsletter

Training update

Phil Coleman, Service Development Manager oversees accreditation and training at NACCC

Training your volunteers is one of the most important tasks that a contact centre has. When
this is done well your volunteers feel confident and equipped when engaging with families
and they feel empowered to practice in ways that are professional and meaningful to the
children and families that you support. Find out more about thinking creatively about
training
Are you running a supervised centre? One of the best ways to ensure that children and families are
protected and offered a high-quality service is to ensure that we invest in the people whom offer
the service on behalf of organisations. Families will see this, children will feel safer with the more
competent staff and volunteers, parents will be more able to engage on an appropriate level and so
on. Checkout how to tackle staff training in difficult times…
Here at NACCC we are always on the lookout for free/low cost training to complement our inhouse training programme and have therefore developed a new resource for you featuring the free
external training that is available across the UK. Check out our Free training A-Z
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Phil Coleman
Service Development Manager

Thinking creatively about training
Training your volunteers is one of the most important tasks that a contact centre has. When this is
done well your volunteers feel confident and equipped when engaging with families and they feel
empowered to practice in ways that are professional and meaningful to the children and families
that you support. Providing training that is high quality and meaningful will contribute towards your
volunteers feeling valued and having a sense of being important. As charitable organisations there
is little in the way of reward that we can offer volunteers, yet they offer us so much. Therefore,
investing heavily in the things that matter and come without cost takes on a whole new level of
importance.

“With such a diverse network of centres NACCC’s training
modules will have more resonance in some areas than in
others…”
NACCC has ten training modules to be delivered to your volunteers over a three-yearly cycle,
except for Safeguarding that is an annual requirement. Work will be forever ongoing to improve
and revise the training modules but from time to time we do receive negative feedback regarding
some aspects of the programme. However, as the Service Development Manager I have been
given an invaluable opportunity to understand this on a whole different level. Firstly, it is important
to consider that the NACCC Training modules are written for contact centres across Northern
Ireland, Wales, the Isle of Mann, the Channel Isles and England. Each one of these centres will be
run with a slightly different purpose, with different focuses and priorities and most importantly the
families that access your centres will be different depending upon the nature of the community that
your contact centre is located. When writing the training modules NACCC does its upmost to
consider this diversity and where possible to ensure that it is reflected. The very nature of this is
that some content will be more meaningful or have more resonance in some areas than in others.
The NACCC Training Modules will forever be under review and we will continually seek to improve
and develop them. However, as you will no doubt know from your own experiences of training, the
best learning experiences do not usually come from trainers that read from curriculums or whom
deliver information verbatim. However, great learning opportunities do come from trainers that are
able to be creative with providing learning opportunities, they come from trainers that are able to
use reflective opportunities to promote and develop learning and most of all they come from
trainers whom are able to make training sessions fun and engaging. Therefore, I would strongly
promote that centres are creative about how you make training meaningful to your volunteers.

“Have a flexible approach – do not read verbatim…”
The second point to make in relation to the training modules written by NACCC (and any other
training being delivered) is that this will always be best when a flexible approach is taken to the
delivery. Please do not read out our training modules and class that as training. The NACCC
Training Modules are a SKELETON, a framework, a baseline, a starting point (etc) for you to add
to and build upon. Own the modules, make them your own, volunteers will be able to relate to the
child who cried every session or the parent that was rude every week and they will have feelings
and emotions linked to this. Use this emotional energy to support their learning through reflection
around those events, how they were managed and how they might be managed differently next
time. They stand much more chance of learning from something that is meaningful than they will
trying to remember cold data, like statistics.
When considering delivering a training session, if you genuinely want your volunteers to get the
most from the process, it might be worth thinking about their learning style. Understanding the
learning styles of others might help you to consider what to include in your training session.
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“Your volunteers and staff may have different learning
styles…”
Most people can tell you how they best learn, you might have even noticed for yourself that some
of your volunteers are avid readers and others prefer to be hands-on and learn from experience.
Why not reflect this in your training plan? If you wanted too you could complete a ‘Learning Styles
Questionnaire’ with your volunteers. People are often interested in the results that come from this,
however, you only need to do this if this is of interest to you. Its not an essential part of the
process. Many Social Workers will automatically think of Honey and Mumford (1986) and this
questionnaire is easy to complete and widely recognised but there are several freely available and
easy to find with a quick google search. It is important to recognise that people’s learning styles will
change and develop, depending on the task, the learner or with the passing of time. Learning
styles are fluid and groups of people are likely to see the benefit when a range of learning styles
are complimented. The most commonly accepted learning styles are (in no particular order):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Visual – You prefer to see images or diagrams to help you learn and to support you to
understand something.
Social – You may prefer learning as part of a group and / or explaining your learning to a
group.
Verbal – You like words, maybe you learn from speeches, or you like using words yourself.
This may be written or verbal.
Solitary – You like to work / learn alone. This may include quiet learning and self-directed
study.
Auditory – You learn best by listening and hearing. You may like to use sounds, rhymes or
music to help you retain and learn information.
Kinaesthetic – You learn by doing, you might act things out, like role plays, learn by doing or
touching.
Logical – You learn best when you can see the logic, when things have reason or pattern.
Systems and sequences make sense to you.

How to deliver the perfect training session
1. Do your introductory work, particularly if the volunteers are outside of their usual centre.
(Where are the toilets, where can they smoke, when will the breaks be, what are the
arrangements for tea and coffee, can they keep their phones on???)
2. Let your volunteers know what the training will cover at the start of the session. If there
are any areas that people might find emotionally difficult draw their attention to this and explain
how they should manage self-care.
3. At the end of the session or at other pertinent points, tell the volunteers what you just told
them, conclude important points as a summary. Repetition that is used well will help your
volunteers to retain the more important parts of the session you are delivering.
4. If you plan to use videos or YouTube for example tell the volunteers what they will see in the
video. This guides them when watching the video clip and will help them to remember the
pertinent parts.
5. Make the training as hands on as possible. Learning is complimented by the learners being
able to use all their senses and by experimenting within the safety of a learning environment.
6. Don’t be afraid to have a test or quiz at the end, or at other pertinent points. Make this
fun, no one is suggesting you should record test results, or name and shame. It is known that
people learn better when they know they will be tested on their learning.
7. Involve your volunteers in the delivery of the session. For example, ask participants to
share their experiences with the training topic. Many volunteers are experienced professional
personnel who have valuable information to contribute. All trainees will get more out of
sessions by hearing about their peer’s experiences with the subject and not just the trainer’s
discussion points. Hearing different voices also keeps sessions varied and interesting.
Structure interaction time into all your sessions.
8. When taking questions about a subject from a volunteer repeat the question asked, to
the group. This allows the whole group to hear the question and learn from the answer. It may
also save you answering the same question 4 times.
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9. Training sessions need to be kept focused. At the start of the session you will have told the
volunteers when the end and when the breaks will be. Try and stick with this, this will keep
them fresh and promote their interest in future engagement.
10. Gather feedback, what went well, what didn’t. Use this when planning future sessions.
I hope this article is helpful. If you have any queries or feedback regarding your centre’s training
programme please do not hesitate to get in touch.
Phil Coleman, NACCC Service Development Manager

Staff training in difficult times…
The amount the commercial Child Contact Services can charge for their services is constantly
under strain. It is often the case that organisations commissioning services are dictating what they
will pay for services and contact centres need to operate within this. The challenge therefore
comes when considering how to make up the shortfall that is inevitably created. After all, the cost
we face can only be cut so far before this has an impact on the quality of service we offer. Those
centres that allow the quality of service to deteriorate are the ones that do not continue operating in
the longer time. The challenge is to continue offering a top quality Child Contact experience for
children, families and commissioners whilst ensuring that this is balanced with the need to be cost
effective.
One of the best ways to ensure that children and families are protected and offered a high-quality
service is to ensure that we invest in the people whom offer the service on behalf of organisations.
After all, a contact centre is nothing without a staff team. You will know as an employee and
someone who works with other people that staff and volunteers work best when they feel valued,
listened to, appreciated, invested in and so on. Working with staff and volunteers in a way that
makes sure they experience feeling like this will encourage them to take pride and ownership of
their work, they will become confident and competent individuals. Families will see this, children
will feel safer with the more competent staff and volunteers, parents will be more able to engage on
an appropriate level and so on.
However, investing in staff can be expensive. There are industries that have grown from and thrive
by offering services to employees and volunteers whether this be training or away days and so on.
This article has therefore, been written with the aim of exploring how commercial centres are able
to invest in the training that their staff or volunteers need whilst balancing this against other
pressures.
To support the needs of centres NACCC shares learning that we are aware of and will offer this as
a summery to a main source or as training produced by NACCC. A recent example of this was
offered when GDPR was introduced and training sessions around this were delivered.
The training materials written by NACCC (and any other training being delivered) will always be
best when a flexible approach is taken to the delivery. Please do not read out our training modules
and class that as training. The NACCC Training Modules are a SKELETON, a framework, a
baseline, a starting point (etc) for you to add to and build upon. Own the modules, make them your
own, volunteers will be able to relate to the child who cried every session or the parent that was
rude every week and they will have feelings and emotions linked to this. Use this emotional energy
to support their learning through reflection around those events, how they were managed and how
they might be managed differently next time. They stand much more chance of learning from
something that is meaningful than they will trying to remember cold data, like statistics.
At NACCC we are in the very fortunate position of being able to see the best of practice spanning
all of the regions covered by our Accreditation and share this so that all children are offered the
best possible service when visiting a NACCC Accredited Child Contact Centre.
Some of the practice examples that we have come across at NACCC for managing this include:
National Association of Child Contact Centres, Second Floor Offices, Friary Chambers, 26-34 Friar Lane, Nottingham, NG1
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Informal Supervision / Debrief / Reflection
The thing that volunteers and employees often value the most is those informal moments where
someone sits with them and reflects on what a difficult few hours (days, weeks, months etc) it has
been. This can be individually or as a group and why not include a cup of tea as well?
Talking to staff and volunteers about what has happened and how it made us feel will offer them
the opportunity to explore difficult emotions bought about by work events, particularly when these
have similarities to personal experiences. Let them know that the conversation is informal and that
if needed it can be followed up in supervision. This might help the person to relax and talk more
openly.
It will also offer the supervisor the opportunity to support the reflection of the team or individual in
relation to that event, which not only promotes the learning of the individual but also looks after
there emotional wellbeing.
Often recognition, praise or validation of thoughts and feelings can be valuable to staff, for
example:
a. “How are you feeling after that contact session, I thought you managed it well”.
b. “Thank you for your support today, we couldn’t have done it without you”.
c. “How did that feel for you, I’m sure it can’t have been easy”.
d. “It’s ok to feel . . . . . talking about it is the main thing, do that I know how to support you”.
e. “I’m sorry that you had to experience that, It must’ve been a really difficult day for you”
When you have offered the opportunity for someone to talk, show them that you are interested.
Makes sure they have your full attention, people are unlikely to feel valued if you are sat typing or
doing something similar whilst they are trying to engage with you. Considering body language and
how this can be interpreted is also important. It can also be helpful to offer verbal ques that show
people you are listening things like “ye”, “ah”, “I understand” and so on show that you haven’t
drifted away somewhere else whilst the person has been talking.

Formal Supervision and Appraisal.
It is important that staff expect to have regular, planned structured supervision. They should know
that this time is protected from all other distractions and that it is valued by management. Where
supervision is booked a month prior to it taking place and then it happens in line with the plan, this
shows your staff and volunteers that you are committed to this process and that you value it. This
will promote the likelihood of them doing the same. Supervisions that are continually disrupted by
phone calls, people coming in and out of the room of cancellations, become meaningless. Staff will
find it difficult to pre-plan an agenda and to consider how this time might be best used. It is there
time, let them have some ownership over the planning. There will always be things that
management need to add to the agenda and in fact this is good practice, but the more ownership is
managed by the employee the more meaningful it will become.
An article by Community Care (2013) explains that “the primary functions of supervision are:
administrative case management; reflecting on and learning from practice; personal support;
professional development; and mediation, in which the supervisor acts as a bridge between the
individual staff member and the organisation they work for. Organisations are likely to succeed by
having workers who are skilful, knowledgeable, clear about their roles, and who are assisted in
their practice by sound advice and emotional support. This should come from a supervisor with
whom they have a good professional relationship.”
Research into what happens within supervision suggests that effective supervision generates good
outcomes for workers while experience suggests that “the consequences of absent, inadequate, or
negative forms of supervision poses a threat to workforce stability, capacity, confidence,
competence and morale”. Community Care (2013)
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Supervision should be recorded in writing, soon after it has happened. A copy should be signed
and filed by the supervisee and supervisor. This copy of the minutes should be mutually agreed
and reflective of what actually happened.

Training
Training is a work force happens best when a diverse range of training techniques are utilised.
After all, each staff member of volunteer will have their own individual learning style and will learn
best when training compliments this.
For example, those with a verbal or visual learning style are likely to learn by engaging with
taught material in a group environment. This is likely to include things that they can see, hear and
listen to and could include role play that they can watch and / or directly engage within. Different
organisations manage this in different ways. Some organisations will simply pay a trainer to come
in and teach a specific subject. Whereas other organisations might be more creative about this and
utilise peer teaching opportunities, which work particularly well in Multi-Disciplinary Teams.
DMR Services, in the West Midlands will book out large conference rooms to bring staff together.
Guest Speakers and Multi-Disciplinary Team Staff will them plan and deliver learning opportunities
for the staff. The organisation has a large internal staff team and work with other professionals
external to the company itself. This places them in a position whereby they can access Social
Workers, Counsellors, Psychologists, Mental Health practitioners and so on. The Managing
Director (David Miller), told NACCC that this works for them because the professionals in the MDT
will research and then deliver opportunities based upon either their own interests or in line with the
needs of the company. This means that the Social Worker is building upon their CPD whilst also
investing in the learning of the team and practice of the organisation. Mr Miller went on to explain
that his staff get a lot from these evenings because they are coming together, learning and having
access to knowledge and professionals that they might not otherwise be subjected to. Additionally,
this is cost effective for his company because he has managed to negotiate the cost of the room
hire, so the only other cost relates to the overtime of those attending.
It is also possible to invite other organisations to come to your team and work with your staff or
volunteers. For example, why not invite an organisation like Women’s Aid to come and work with
your staff on Domestic Abuse. This is likely to be something that is far more engaging for them and
utilising services in this was can usually be done in a cost-effective way, if not entirely free.
Those people that also learn best from visual, audible or social teaching methods could also
join other groups to access learning opportunities. For example, Local Safeguarding Children’s
Boards offer free training to local people, particularly those who work for a charity or not for profit
organisation. Why pay for your staff to receive Safeguarding Training when this can be accessed
cheaply and easily with a quick Google search.
Whereas material that has to be studied might prove beneficial for those in your team with Logical
or Solitary Learning Styles. There are many different training courses that require people to
undertake study in this way. NACCC has a range of work books. Our website also has links to
organisations like SCIE and Derby University that provide free learning relevant to those in our
sector that is good quality. Other organisations might also choose to commission providers like
Educare to provide sector specific training often accredited by organisations like the Police or
NSPCC.
Organisations with a Social Worker onsite might choose to work with Local Universities and take
on Social Work Students. Students are a great asset to any organisation and really can enhance
the working environment. Students come to settings with a range of learning and experience. The
things that they are being taught at university is right up to date. Whilst on placement with your
organisation students are required to be observed undertaking specific pieces of work, one of
these could include them sharing learning with your staff team.
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NACCC would like to hear what individual centres do to show investment in those that offer a
service for the organisation. Write to us so that we can share good practice examples with other
services.
Phil Coleman, NACCC Service Development Manager
References
Community Care (2013) = http://www.communitycare.co.uk/2013/02/18/how-supervision-can-helpcare-workers-improve-their-practice/
Back to newsletter

Setting up a contact centre from scratch… “Now in our
fourth year, we continue to be busy accepting private
and public referrals and are proud to support children
in having a relationship with both parents.”

Contact room at East Northants Child Contact Services (CIC)

Pam, Sandra and Jeanette set up the East Northants Supported/Supervised Child Contact Centre
in December 2014 following the contact centre (which was part of a Family Centre) that they
worked for closing due to financial reasons:
“We were so upset for our families [when the centre closed] that we decided to hurriedly set up our
own Child Contact Centre. We started off with nothing, applying for and asking for financial
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support from lots of local sources. We were also given office equipment, computers, toys etc and
were so pleased that a local church were very supportive and accommodating, shared our vision
and let us hire their church hall / rooms and facilities and important storage of toys/activities. It was
a perfect building as it has three separate entrances which is great for keeping estranged parents
apart. We also were immediately in touch with NACCC who were very supportive and helped us to
achieve the high standards we wanted to have in place, especially with the support of Louis
(NACCC’s Service Development Manager, recently retired) who was always available to give us
extra advice. We eventually received our Enhanced Accreditation Membership of NACCC the
following June.”
“Since then, we have had a steep learning curve and rely on a great team of people lead by our
Contact Manager Pam Housman. We are proud to have members of staff (who are self-employed)
and great volunteers, all underpinned by a very professional management committee who monitor
our progress and who we are accountable to and are representative of a very useful range of
experience and qualifications including two family solicitors, the minister of the church where we
are based, a local business man, a marketing/graphic designer, an experienced person from the
original contact centre, an ex-Contact Manager and a cyber security expert.”

“We are continually managing our budget and fundraising to
keep the centre running”

“Mad hatters” tea party

Santa and his sleigh…

“We are a registered Community Interest Company (non-profit making). Our Families pay to use
our services to cover our overheads. We are continually managing our budget and cash flow and
often organise regular fundraising events… We held a mad hatters afternoon tea party and staff
dressed up and re-enacted scenes from the film...also we paired up with local charity to collect
money as we walk around the streets with Santa and his sleigh...and play lots of lovely Christmas
music...the children love it. We do it every year - wind, rain, snow - we are there. Regular coffee
mornings/sales, pizza nights, sponsored walks, sponsored skydive, the list goes on…”

Scenarios help to raise awareness...
“We take every opportunity to share what we do with local organisations (for example local
churches, The Rotary Club and the Family Justice Board). We want to make sure that everyone
has heard of us. These scenarios are usually very moving for people who haven’t come across this
sort of work before…”

“Our daughter knows me, which is the best thing and is more than I could have
hoped for. I am in a better place now”
“I was in a low place, I drank too much, I don’t really remember what I did but I hit my wife, they
said, Police were called, I was arrested and ended up in Prison. Actually, this was a good thing
because they changed my life. I went on a Course and had counselling and stopped drinking. I
thought I would never see my daughter ever again. I was broken hearted at what I had done, and
what I had lost. When I got back to normal my ex-wife got in touch. She so wanted our child to
know her Dad and have a relationship with me. I couldn’t believe this, was this a second chance, to
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put things right? So, with the help of the Contact Centre, I now see my daughter regularly. I’ve
been with them a long time and now my ex-partner invites me to see our daughter in school
concerts and to family events and special outings. Last Christmas I booked a room at the Contact
Centre for all our family to have a get together with our daughter to have a Christmas party. The
Contact Centre arranged for Father Christmas to visit and decorated the room, we had a family
photograph taken, it was a lovely time and our daughter knows me, which is the best thing and is
more than I could have hoped for. I’m in a better place now.”

“I wanted to hurt him like he’d hurt me, but I had to be brave and do as the court
asked…”
“We had big rows, we thought our little girls were tucked up in bed, fast asleep, totally unaware.
Out of the blue he’d come home and told me it was over, he was in love with someone else at
work. We had a heated argument, how could he do this to us, things got out of hand, I asked him
to leave, he wouldn’t, we shouted and pushed each other, I managed to get him outside and slam
the front door, he was hammering on the door, wanting to get his things and say goodbye to our
girls. I turned around and our little girls were cowering at the top of the stairs, terrified by what they
had witnessed. I will never let him near our girls again, he doesn’t deserve them, he’s let them
down so badly. Apart from this night, he’d been a good and loving dad, the girls missed him so
much. They don’t understand about adult issues, they just want to see their dad. This is very hard
for me, but he went to court and got permission to see them. It was very difficult at first, I wanted to
hurt him like he’d hurt me but I had to be brave and do as the court asked. I took the girls along to
the contact centre. The girls went running in easily to see dad, they’d missed him so much,
although they did have difficult questions to ask him which he was able to explain to them in a safe
and supported environment. After a few months, things improved, the girls loved seeing their dad
and the court said that it could move in to the community as normal. The contact centre helped us
parents put a plan together to agree where the children would be picked up and dropped off at,
who would do this, putting in place a Communication Book – like a diary that travelled with the girls
so that both parents could read what they children had been doing, what their likes and dislikes
are, any allergies, clothes sizes, any special achievements and clubs attended etc., emergency
contact phone numbers in place etc. It was a long and difficult road but we’re getting there now,
and the girls are very happy to have both parents in their lives.”

“We have a lovely team of qualified, experienced, trained staff
and volunteers who give their all, beyond the call of duty…
who are a pleasure to have on the team”
“Now in our fourth year, we continue to be busy accepting referrals from private and public law
families and are proud to support children to have a relationship with both parents. This year our
staff and volunteers now wear our recognised t-shirts/polo shirts with our logo on, we now have our
registered office in the same building as our child contact centre and we continue to review all our
policies and procedures as we go along. We have a lovely team of qualified, experienced, trained
staff and volunteers who give their all, beyond the call of duty who are a pleasure to have on the
team, and we want to say a huge thank you to them, without them we couldn’t do this important
work.”

GDPR and Accreditation success: “I would encourage all
centres to embrace the NACCC Enhanced Accreditation
Assessment as a positive experience…“
“We were one of the first contact centres to achieved GDPR Full Cyber Certification. This was a
huge challenge and took a team effort of senior staff led by our appointed person Linda Price and
advice from an expert. We are very proud of this. In June we welcomed Ann, our NACCC Assessor
for our 3 Year Enhanced Accreditation Assessment, which I’m happy to say that we passed. Ann
was so supportive and encouraging, I would encourage all child contact centres to embrace this
NACCC service as a positive experience. We have a business plan / vision for the future where we
may start to offer life story work and may be offering drug tests and who knows what else we may
tackle, watch this space.”
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Welcoming our local MP
We are looking forward to our MP Tom Pursglove (Corby and East Northants area) visiting our
centre this month and are making plans to welcome him and to keep him informed of the important
work we continue to do for separated families in conflict. We are very proud of our child contact
centre - if anyone would like to come and have a look round, please get in touch with us, you would
be very welcome.”
Pam Housman (Contact Manager), Linda Price (Deputy Contact Manager and Jeanette
Maddams (Company Secretary) Directors of ENCCC www.enccs.uk
Back to newsletter

Local charity gives Newry’s shed a makeover…
enabling gardening activities for separated families
The co-ordinator of Newry Child Contact Centre told us about her work with a local charity group
and social enterprise group Clanrye Group which aims to help disadvantaged young people/adults
move into employment:
“The Clanrye Group took on a project which I put forward to clear out a shed on the property of
Newry Family Resource Centre where the Contact Centre operates. The shed was a storage
ground for anything and everything (from old sofas, broken office chairs to baths and sinks). The
aim was to enable us to store more appropriate resources in the shed (outdoor games, toys etc) to
help facilitate families attending the Contact Centre. We also hoped to have shelving and a work
station which can be used for various projects like ‘seed planting’ to encourage relationships
between children and their non-resident parents creating a bond in watching and nurturing their
little seeds to grow. This may also encourage the children to return to the centre, as it happens on
many occasions that children are very wary of the new surroundings.”

Before…

Work in progress…

Mission accomplished!
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“Anyway, I am delighted to report that during this summer the shed has been totally cleared and
the Clanrye Group have taken 3 old chairs and turned them into flower beds (flowers included).
They have also painted the flower beds. Fantastic work!”
Fiona Burns, Contact Centre Co-Ordinator Newry Child Contact Centre
Clanrye Group https://www.clanryegroup.com/about

Back to newsletter

A video to explain the rules – helping separated families
in Streatham, London

Families visiting contact centre Jigsaw in Streatham, London, reflect the rich cultural and ethnic
diversity of the capital. For many, English is not their first language and for some, an interpreter is
needed. In addition, parents may not be particularly confident readers, especially of regulations,
and some have learning difficulties.
To make the rules of using Jigsaw more straightforward to understand, St Michael’s created a
short video for parents with clear instructions but warm, upbeat music. The downloadable
information sheet has also been shortened and simplified to help parents understand the Do’s and
Don’t of using the space.

View the video here...
Jigsaw Streatham is a supported and supervised centre run by St Michael's Fellowship
Back to newsletter

Campaign and policy update
NACCC’s MP letter campaign
Elizabeth Coe wrote to 650 MPs in July inviting them to visit their local constituency contact
centre. We have received over 100 responses from MPs keen to arrange a visit, meet
volunteers and understand more about child contact centres and services. This is a great
opportunity to inform local politicians of the value of child contact and help build political
support and awareness for what we do.
Mark Tami MP – (pictured here with Catherine Carr, Children’s Services Manager, Barnardo’s
Cymru) visited his local accredited centre Barnardo's Cymru - Mold, Flintshire in July. “It was great
to meet the team and support their #lostparents campaign…”
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Geraint Davies (Swansea West MP) visited Glamorgan House Family Development Centre,
Swansea in August. “The centre does valuable work providing access for separated parents with
their children in a safe and happy environment."

Laura Smith MP visited South Cheshire Child Contact Centre, Crewe. Volunteer co-ordinator Dave
(pictured here) told us "Laura showed great interest in the work of our volunteers and the operation
of our Centre…. She left taking a selection of our leaflets with her to place in her Westminster
office and expressing her thanks for the work of our volunteers..." Fantastic support!

Why not invite your constituency MP to visit your local centre? The NACCC office can help send
out press releases and support your centre with the visit. Try and get a photograph of your MP
visiting your centre and (with their permission) contact your local media telling them about the visit.
This is an ideal way to help you raise awareness and build political support locally.
Richard Daniels, Government Relations Adviser
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The Good Childhood Report 2018: self-harm on the rise,
particularly in girls...
Nearly a quarter of girls aged 14 (22%) said they had self-harmed in just a year according to a new
report by The Children’s Society. A new report has been published by the Children's Society, an
annual report on children’s well-being produced by The Children’s Society in partnership with the
University of York. It is the product of an ongoing research programme which began in 2005
because children’s voices were largely missing from the debate on their well-being. It uses analysis
of the Millennium Cohort Study and highlights that self-harm is on the rise particularly in girls. It
mainly has recommendations for schools but also mentions looked after children and children with
special needs. One of its main messages is that “we must ask children themselves what they think
about their lives instead of relying on the observations and assumptions made by the adults in their
lives”. More info

Catch up on what has been happening in our latest news since
the last issue
New members join Child Contact Centre Standards Panel
The Child Contact Centre Standards Panel is an independent panel set up by the National
Association of Child Contact Centres. One of the key roles of NACCC is the accreditation and reaccreditation of both Supported and Supervised Child Contact Centres against sets of nationally
agreed standards. In March NACCC announced that it needed two additional members to join the
panel; one member to be directly involved in the operation of a Supervised Child Contact Centre
and a second member to not be directly involved in the running of Child Contact Centre but have
experience or knowledge that is relevant to the work of the Independent Standards Panel. NACCC
is delighted to announce that Victoria Taylor Robinson (IMPACT Family Services) has joined the
panel to represent supervised contact centres and Judge Stephen Bedford has joined the panel as
an independent member.

NACCC achieves the IASME Governance Standard for GDPR

NACCC achieved the standard for IASME Governance Standard for GDPR and was awarded the
certificate in June. NACCC worked with the organisation Information Age to achieve this
certification. Information Age are also supporting accredited child contact centres with their
compliance.

All-Party Parliamentary Group on Child Contact Centres held in Parliament
As described earlier in this newsletter the first All-Party Parliamentary Group on Child Contact
Centres and Services was held in Parliament in June. The group is an opportunity for MPs and
Lords to discuss issues around child contact and raise awareness of child contact centres in
Parliament. More info
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Statistical Review 2017 – 2018

Verity Peck, Office Manager, oversees the collection and analysis of statistics at NACCC

Thank you to all the accredited contact centres that have submitted returns every quarter this last
year on the flow of referrals, the number of children and families using your centre, your
volunteers, staff and availability. This is much appreciated and provides NACCC with valuable
information with which to campaign on behalf of contact centres on a national level. Information
that you have provided show that 17,827 children across the UK spent valuable time with a
separated family member at a contact centre run by 3,555 volunteers and 1,044 members of staff.
Without your centre these children may have lost touch with their parent (and the impact of this is
explored in our Lostparents film). This is an amazing achievement and such an important
contribution to the lives of these children and their families.

Rise in parents self-referring to contact centres
As predicted following the changes in legal aid, the number of parents self-referring (without the
assistance of a solicitor, Cafcass or mediation) to supported contact centres has increased by over
10% over last 4 years and now represent 42% of referrals i. Over the same period the proportion of
solicitor referrals has dropped by a similar amount from 45% to 31% in 2017-18 ii. There has also
been a similar rise in self referrals to supervised centres over the last four years, now representing
20% of referrals iii. NACCC responded to the changes in legal aid by developing its online Safe
Referral platform, which is accessible to parents, grandparents and others needing to access a
supported contact centre without the assistance of a solicitor, mediation service or Cafcass officer.

Child contact centres not being used to capacity…
NACCC has asked its centres this year to report on their potential capacity and actual use. Figures
indicate that centres offering supported contact are only being used to 36% capacity and centres
offering supervised contact are being used to 61% capacity iv. It is not known whether this is
particularly with those centres offering a range of contact services or those offering just supported
contact. This might indicate that promotional work needs to be done in the centre’s locality to
advertise their service and therefore increase the number of referrals.
Thanks again to everyone who has submitted returns.
Annual statistics for the period 1 April 2017 - 31 March 2018
Verity Peck, NACCC Office Manager
i

2014-15 29% of referrals to supported contact centres were self-referrals
2014-15 45% of referrals to supported contact centres were solicitor referrals
iii 2014-15 11% of referrals to supervised contact centres were self referrals.
iv See 2017-18 NACCC statistics analysis – Total sessions available vs Total sessions booked.
ii
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